Construction
Project Management
Made Simple
Few jobs are as demanding as construction project management. You have to keep track of deadlines,
budget constraints, and contract requirements, as well as monitor materials on each project site. On top
of that, the nature of your job means you must keep an ongoing channel of communication. This means
staying in contact with a large number of clients and sub-contractors of different disciplines, to ensure
everyone’s on the same page as the projects progress. Keeping track of multiple construction projects
at once can become chaotic without the help of a management solution, but with Projectplace for
construction, you can coordinate with electricians, plumbers, and anyone else in the industry on one easyto-use platform.
Planview Projectplace™ has been helping top construction companies around the world better manage
budgets, deadlines, and quality since 1998. It comes loaded with a wide variety of tools to help with
construction management so you can maximize productivity without sacrificing quality.

Stay connected from anywhere
Projectplace for construction makes it possible to access
important project files like BIM and CAD models, drawings,
technical specs, and more. But that’s not all, you can even save
the latest version of these documents and make them fully
accessible to everyone involved in your project. And you can
even review and approve drawings in real-time – all you need
is an internet connection and a computer or portable device.
All documents are stored in a centralized location, meaning all
participating parties can pull the files up on an office computer
or access them directly from the construction site using a
smartphone or tablet. That way, you’ve always got the latest
resources available to make informed decisions, regardless of
where you are.

Keep the lines of communication open at all times
Projectplace helps internal and external parties stay in touch and
up to date at all times. Use its built-in communication platform
to coordinate, as well as share and view important data in realtime, so everyone stays up to speed on the direction of your
construction projects.

Plan and manage projects more efficiently
Projectplace makes project management easier by removing
chaos and uncertainty from your workflow. You can plan
your workstream, breaking down tasks into a Gantt chart to
visualize your project’s stages and timeline. You can then
connect the chart to a Kanban board to assign tasks to
different team members, as well as sub-contractors across
discipline. That way, you can visualize and monitor the progress
of each construction project, watching tasks move down the
workstream in real-time. This is helpful for identifying which
tasks are currently being worked on, as well as locating any
bottlenecks before they cause lengthy delays.

Save time and maximize profitability
Major construction projects can cost your company tens of
thousands of dollars every hour. This means delays, mistakes,
and other unnecessary setbacks can quickly eat into your
company’s profitability. Projectplace can help prevent these
setbacks from happening by visualizing ongoing assignments
and optimizing the workflow, organizing important information,
and providing easy access so relevant team members can
easily retrieve project information. That way, you have an
easier time keeping all teams involved in contact with each
other. This makes it easier to coordinate with your team, as
well as external parties like designers, architects, and utility
companies. That way, everyone has all the information and
resources necessary to complete their tasks within the
specified timeframe.

Safeguard your project data
It’s common for big construction companies to have
anywhere from 30-40 projects running at the same time.
Losing information on one or more of those projects can
be catastrophic and could set your company back millions
of dollars. Projectplace’s support and backup features
are designed with this in mind, so you never lose critical
information that could bring your projects to a grinding halt.

Ready to get started? Begin your 30-day free Projectplace trial
and see just how effective it is at bringing teams together to
improve work collaboration.
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